Part 1:

The Monster Squad Gillman at JerseyFest 2013 by Rick Cantu

Rick Cantu is a frequent contributor
to Amazing Figure Modeler
magazine and one of the top GK
artists on the east coast. Black
Heart asked Rick to be a headliner
at the Badger/Black Heart
airbrushing and model-finishing
class at JerseyFest in 2013.
Rick kicked some amphibian butt
with a brilliant painting demo using
our 360° Series 1:1 scale Monster
Squad Gillman.
The following is the web version of
the tutorial that Rick prepared for
the class and is re-printed here for
those wanting to apply a realistic
finish to a gillman, a dinosaur, or
ANY scaly creature in your model kit
collection.
GK artist Rick Cantu and Black Heart’s Monster Squad Gillman sculpted by Jeremy Bohr

Thanks again, Rick, for your work at JerseyFest and for making another of Black Heart’s models look good.

On Friday the 13th of September at JerseyFest Model & Statue Convention, 20 brave modelers participated in “Real
Men Love Gillmen”, the Badger/Black Heart airbrushing and model finishing class. The class featured Badger AirBrush Company products (Badger’s Krome airbrush, their new line of Minitaire acrylic paints, a Badger compressor).
The class also featured two 1:1 scale resin kits produced by Black Heart, the Gillman from the 1956 film, The Creature
Walks Among Us and the Gillman from the 1987 film, The Monster Squad. This tutorial is for airbrushing and finishing
the Monster Squad Gillman. This original take on the Gillman has always been one of my favorites and sculptor
Jeremy Bohr did an excellent job. It was a real treat bringing this life-sized beastie to life.
So, let’s get to it shall we?
For this project, I am using Badger Air-Brush Co.’s line of Minitaire paints. The Ghost Tints in the Minitaire line are
transparent or semi-transparent and some colors are airbrushed on top of others for added color and depth.
Badger Air-Brush Co. Minitaire Paint
Ghost Tint Brown
Ghost Tint Fresh Blood
Ghost Tint Purple
Pestilence Flesh
Ghost Tint Oily Discharge
Ghost Tint Green
Ghost Tint Orange
Ghost Tint Golden Yellow
Copper Coin
Raven Black
Snow White

Step 1: Using Ghost Tint (GT) Brown, cover the
throat and upper chin scales. Don’t worry about
getting paint everywhere, this is the idea. Once you
have the color on, take a piece of paper towel and
wet is using Isopropyl alcohol. Wipe in the direction
the scales flow to leave the brown tint in the scale
detail. Quick and easy.
Using GT Fresh Blood, lightly airbrush the interior of
the mouth, giving a light overcoat to begin with, and
then concentrate the color into the creases.
Use a little GT Purple to help darker the upper
palette area. Be careful not to flood the colors on!
When dry, base coat the rest of the bust using
Pestilence Flesh. When you’re doing this, keep the
airbrush moving in random patterns. This helps the
color application look more natural.
Make sure you leave some of the basecoat color
visible while you do this, primarily in the eye and
mouth area.

Step 2: Using GT Oily Discharge, begin to add detail to the skin
by creating patterns and spotting. Focusing on larger scales,
add random patterns to the skin. GT Oily Discharge will quickly
darken to black/blue. Use this to your advantage by varying the
intensity of the application. Apply this color along the top of
the back fins and add spot detail there as well.
When you’re satisfied, switch to GT Green and add a mottled
green color over what you’ve done. Make sure you get a little
of this color underneath the chin. This will help sink the underlying colors into the skin for a more realistic look.

Step 3: Now the fun begins
to make the skin pop!
Using GT Orange, begin
adding this color to the
temple, back fins
underneath the GT Oily
Discharge and over certain
scale detail.
This is going to sound really
weird, but hang with me
here. Using GT Fresh Blood,
go back over the areas you
wish to have a darker
orange color. It’s color
theory, baby! Trans-parent
colors mix to create other
colors right before your
eyes! Play around with this
over the entire skin surface
area. You’ll be amazed at
the look. Add this same look
to the back fins and facial fin
areas. This is where you get
to play around the most
with the look of the
creature. Remember, it’s
only paint.
Using Raven Black, airbrush
the eyeballs and the area
around the eyes.

For the teeth, airbrush some GT Golden Yellow along the base of each tooth. Carry the color approximately ½ way up
the teeth. Using GT Brown, shade the lower part of each tooth. Seal and set the teeth aside for later.

I have a sweet technique to show you for
the eyes! I start by masking along the
edge of the eyeball. Carry this out a bit
over the eye orbit. Now remove the
needle cap off of your airbrush. You are
thinking, “Rick has lost his mind!” But,
there’s a method to my madness.
Add a little of the Copper Coin color to
your color cup, aim at the eyeball and
gently rock the trigger back and forth. You
will begin to see spots, droplets covering
the eye area. The higher the pressure, the
smaller the dots. For larger dots, lower the
pressure accordingly. Give the eyes a nice
coat of Copper Coin. Pretty cool, huh?
You can use this to add spotting and detail
to skin and various other effects.
Next, using Raven Black, paint in the eye slit. You will need a steady hand and a couple of coats to get a nice solid
color. Concentrate on getting the slits vertical and straight. Using your brush or a toothpick, add random spots to
the eyeballs using Snow White. Again, no right or wrong way to do this. Go with what looks good to you. However, I
would concentrate on the edges of the eye slits and move outwards. Once this is dry, add a little of your GT Fresh
Blood to the airbrush and begin gently spraying around the edge of the eyeball to darken that area. This will deepen
the copper color. Once complete, use some of the GT Orange to further enhance the copper color, including going
along the edges of the eye slit. If you got a little crazy w/ the copper color, you can go back and darken the edge of
the eyeball using the GT Oily Discharge or Raven Black.

Final Steps: Gloss the inside of the mouth and then glue the teeth into place. Apply an overall gloss to the skin.
Keep the airbrush moving in a random pattern while doing this. It helps to avoid pooling of the gloss coat. Definitely
hit the eyes with several gloss coats to make them pop.
And, now you’re done! Thanks for playing along with me. Hopefully, you had as much fun as I did playing with these
techniques and Badger’s new Minitaire Paints! If you ever have any questions on these techniques (or anything else),
drop me a line at rickdtm@cablespeed.com.
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